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Animals from a wide range of taxonomic groups are capable of colour

change, of which camouflage is one of the main functions. A considerable

amount of past work on this subject has investigated species capable of

extremely rapid colour change (in seconds). However, relatively slow

colour change (over hours, days, weeks and months), as well as changes

arising via developmental plasticity are probably more common than

rapid changes, yet less studied. We discuss three key areas of colour

change and camouflage. First, we review the mechanisms underpinning

colour change and developmental plasticity for camouflage, including cellu-

lar processes, visual feedback, hormonal control and dietary factors. Second,

we discuss the adaptive value of colour change for camouflage, including

the use of different camouflage types. Third, we discuss the evolutionary–

ecological implications of colour change for concealment, including what

it can tell us about intraspecific colour diversity, morph-specific strategies,

and matching to different environments and microhabitats. Throughout,

we discuss key unresolved questions and present directions for future

work, and highlight how colour change facilitates camouflage among habi-

tats and arises when animals are faced with environmental changes

occurring over a range of spatial and temporal scales.

This article is part of the themed issue ‘Animal coloration: production,

perception, function and application’.
1. Introduction
Many pioneers of evolutionary biology, including Wallace and Poulton, spent

considerable time discussing animal coloration and describing the types of

camouflage that may exist [1,2], providing key examples of natural selection.

Early experts were also aware that individuals of many species could change

colour, and Poulton even conducted experiments into the mechanisms and

function of this (e.g. [3]). Ever since, colour change has been a valuable

system to study both the adaptive value of camouflage and the physiological

processes shaping animal form and diversity [4].

Colour change occurs over multiple timescales. Cephalopods like cuttlefish

can change rapidly in seconds, many fish change in minutes, some crabs over a

period of hours, caterpillars over days and weeks, and certain Arctic animals

over months [5,6]. In many species, a fundamental reason for colour change

is that it allows individuals to modify their appearance to provide camouflage

tuned to the habitat where they live, and to cope with environmental changes

occurring over a range of spatial and temporal scales. For example, rapid

changes in appearance may enable animals to cope with fine-scale temporal
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and spatial heterogeneity, whereas slower changes are often

associated with more predictable long-term environmental

variation [5].

Spanning over 120 years, substantial research work has

sought to understand the functions and mechanisms of

colour change for camouflage. However, numerous key ques-

tions remain, including: What are the mechanisms of colour

change across species? What are its physiological costs?

What is the adaptive value provided? and How does colour

change relate to intraspecific diversity and various ecological

processes? Here, we discuss the mechanisms and functions of

colour change for camouflage and identify key questions for

future work. Our synthesis differs from recent reviews on a

similar theme that have either discussed the general ecologi-

cal factors favouring flexible animal defences (from startle

displays to camouflage), but not covered mechanisms [5],

or focused on colour change in one specific group (e.g.

crabs) [6]. Here, we provide an integrative synthesis of the

mechanisms that underpin colour change for camouflage,

its adaptive value, and the evolutionary–ecological factors

and implications of colour change for concealment.
2

2. Mechanisms and control of colour change
(a) Cellular basis
The basis of colour change has been studied for a considerable

time (e.g. [7]), and the varied mechanisms involved have been

reviewed in detail [8–11], primarily with regard to endocrine

and cellular control. Colour change can involve a range of

mechanisms, and these can be quite different between ver-

tebrates and invertebrates (see [8–11]). However, it has been

studied most with regard to changes in the state and abun-

dance of pigment-containing chromatophore cells. These

cells can respond directly to light (a primary response) or via

visual system pathways (a secondary response), with the

latter being more relevant to camouflage. Broadly, secondary

responses can involve two processes and occur over a variety

of timescales (figure 1). Physiological colour change occurs

over seconds, minutes and hours, and involves dispersion

and aggregation of pigment within chromatophores (involv-

ing pigment granules and pigment-containing vesicles in the

chromatophores of invertebrates and vertebrates, respectively)

[8,9,11]. This can include rapid changes brought about by neu-

romuscular action directly on the cells, as in cephalopods [8],

or slower endocrine pathways, such as in arthropods, or a com-

bination of neural and endocrine signals in some fish and

reptiles [11]. Colour change can also involve morphological

processes, including changes in the number and proportion

of chromatophore types and pigment content [8,9]. This

includes moulting in many species (e.g. crabs and caterpillars

[6,12]), and can occur over days, weeks and months, and be

dramatic in terms of appearance [6].

A significant body of work, especially in crabs, fish and

amphibians, has investigated the nature and control of chro-

matophores, and described the types of cell that exist. These

include melanophores (black/brown melanin pigment), ery-

throphores and xanthophores (red and yellow, respectively,

with pteridine and carotenoid pigments), and leucophores

or iridophores (involving purines producing especially

white and blue colours mainly through light reflection)

[8–10]. Much is known about these cells and their control.

However, most past work on camouflage scored individual
chromatophore states based on a pigment-dispersion index

and the challenge is to relate changes in chromatophore

state and abundance to objective changes in the animal’s

appearance, and especially quantifying actual camouflage

match (but see e.g. [13–17]). The role of molecular pathways

and genetic control is somewhat less known (but see [9,10]).

Although a camouflage function of colour change is often

assumed rather than quantified, numerous experiments

demonstrate that many species change using these cells

through assessing the pattern, colour and brightness of the

background. For example, many amphibians become darker

on a black background due to melanosome dispersal and iri-

dophore aggregation, with the opposite situation observed

on a light background [9]. Similar outcomes and processes

occur in invertebrates [16,18–20]. Overall, the exact colour

change responses are determined by the combined interact-

ing effects of changes in the state, proportion, abundance

and arrangement of chromatophore types [9].

(b) Metabolic and physiological costs and constraints
Colour change is often assumed to involve physiological

costs and energetic expenditure. However, to what extent

this is true, and how much it actually impacts on other

processes and animal energy budgets is little known. In

cephalopods, controlling large numbers of chromatophore

cells rapidly and in synchrony continuously over time prob-

ably carries a cost that impacts on the individual’s energy

budget [4]. Pigments used in morphological colour change

may also be important for non-camouflage functions, such

as immune response and health, representing further con-

straints (especially if colour change involves a role of diet)

[6]. Therefore, metabolic costs and other constraints associ-

ated with changing colour and maintaining chromatophore

state may be important. One study has at least demonstrated

that when guppy fish (Poecilia reticulata) are induced to

change colour by altering the background, individuals

increase their food consumption levels [21]. The implication

is that increased food consumption occurs to offset the ener-

getic costs of changing colour. However, while valuable, this

finding comprises indirect evidence. Alternative explanations

include, for instance, that surplus feeding is a stress response,

or that fish need to obtain the pigments required for colour

change from their food (i.e. a constraint but not a cost). Experi-

ments taking metabolic respirometry measurements,

while inducing individuals to change by presenting them

with different visual backgrounds, are needed to quantify

energetic expenditure associated with changing colour.

(c) Role of visual pathways
Most work on how visual information drives change in

appearance for camouflage has been undertaken in cephalo-

pods, especially cuttlefish (reviewed in [22]). Such work has

shown that cephalopods change their patterns in response

to the size, contrast and presence of visual edges and discrete

objects, among other factors. Similar studies have also been

undertaken in flatfish (e.g. [23]), but manipulative tests of

background appearance and camouflage change responses

are more sparse in other taxa. In addition to changes in pat-

tern, animals also change colour and brightness (e.g. [15,17]).

This potential should be enhanced by an increased ability to

resolve greater colour, or via rules of thumb associated with

scene brightness. By contrast, poor visual ability may
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Figure 1. Animals can modify their appearance over varied timescales. Some fish, like rock gobies (Gobius paganellus), change brightness and colour in less than a
minute. Shore crabs (Carcinus maenas) change brightness over 2 h, becoming darker on black (left images) and lighter on white backgrounds (right images).
Chameleon prawns (Hippolyte varians) undergo day – night changes from their diurnal type (here a brown morph) to blue – grey at night. Colour change also
often occurs over longer periods. Red chameleon prawns change to green when on green seaweed for 20 days (top), and begin to change from green to
yellow – red when on red seaweed (bottom; though this direction of change seems slower). Shore crabs substantially change appearance as they moult over
weeks and months. Here, the top individual changes from dark to light post-moult after being kept on a white substrate. The bottom images show an individual
changing colour and pattern with moult after having been kept on a light yellow substrate. Changes also occur with ontogeny, with juvenile crabs (left column)
highly diverse in appearance, but variation declining from subadults (middle column) to adults (right column).
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constrain colour change and matching. Furthermore,

responses to background brightness are thought to be

mediated not by overall light levels, but by the ratio of inci-

dent light from around the animal to the light reflected

from the substrate [6]. One study on grasshoppers has

shown that colour change to darker or lighter forms occurs

when the substrate is comparatively light or dark, but not

simply when individuals are put into dark containers or

bright light [24].

In cephalopods and some fish and reptiles, chromatophore

state is under direct nerve control from the visual system,

whereas in many other animals it is guided by hormones. A

wide range of work on Uca crabs and other crustaceans

shows a chromatophore response at least partly based on eye-

stalk (sinus gland) produced hormones (e.g. [25]). However, in

Cancer crabs, evidence also suggests a role of the optic nerve

controlling other non-eyestalk sources of pigment-dispersing

hormones [26]. In many vertebrates, especially amphibians,

much is known regarding the hormones involved in colour

change and how they act on the pigment cells (see [8,9]).

Work on other taxa investigating these pathways and specifi-

cally into the role of vision would be valuable in

understanding the control of colour change and associated

constraints. Finally, there is growing evidence that colour

change for camouflage may also be partly guided by light-
detecting opsin proteins outside the eye, and this is an

important area for future work (see summary in [6]).

(d) Role of diet
While visual feedback for colour change is undoubtedly

important in many species, a role of diet also exists in some

groups, and likely often interacts with vision. For example,

diet is known to influence coloration in some spiders [27].

In Hippolyte prawns (figures 1 and 2), effective colour

change from one morph to another seems to require the pres-

ence of real seaweed, rather than colour matched artificial

backgrounds [28], although this does not discount a role of

vision. In caterpillars, studies (some stemming back to Poul-

ton, e.g. [3]) have shown that, depending on the species,

larval coloration is induced by either diet, substrate reflect-

ance or a combination of these [12,29], though the precise

mechanisms are uncertain. Further manipulative experi-

ments, changing the visual appearance of the substrate

through coloured filters, alongside diet, would enable teasing

apart the relative roles of diet and vision.

(e) Circadian rhythms
Many animals that change appearance also show clear circa-

dian rhythms of colour change. For example, various crabs



Figure 2. Intraspecific diversity and matching to different backgrounds. The chameleon prawn (Hippolyte varians) has considerable intraspecific variation, with
multiple relatively homogeneous and interchangeable colour types ranging from red to green (top row), in addition to seemingly fixed transparent morphs
(bottom row). These different morphs allow camouflage against different seaweed types.
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become lighter at night and darker during the day (perhaps

to save energetic costs at night when predation risk is

lower) [30], or darker at night and lighter during the day to

improve camouflage [20]. These changes do not generally

occur simply when individuals are put into the dark, and

are in tune with natural day–night cycles, indicating

endogenous control modified by long-term changes in light

conditions and day length (e.g. [20,25,30]). Other species,

such as chameleon prawns (Hippolyte varians), also show

pronounced changes at night (changing from a green, red

or brown diurnal colour to a blue-transparent nocturnal

appearance [31]; figure 1). However, these changes seem to

involve responses to light conditions over a few hours [32],

suggesting a periodic release of hormones [8]. Overall, circa-

dian rhythms may allow animals to achieve camouflage

under strikingly different light conditions and times of day,

but they may also play a role in other functions, such as

protection from ultraviolet light and in thermoregulation.

( f ) Behavioural adaptations
Unlike species known to rapidly change appearance (e.g. cer-

tain cephalopods and fish), most animals cannot change

immediately but probably over hours, days and weeks

[6,11]. This means that if coloration is to effectively provide

camouflage in heterogeneous environments, individuals

should also behaviourally choose backgrounds that match

their appearance. Recent evidence in some species (e.g.

birds [33]) shows that individuals can choose backgrounds

based on their individual appearance, though the mechan-

isms by which they do so are unknown. Species that

change colour should not have fixed behavioural preferences,

however, because they would then often choose inappropri-

ate backgrounds after having changed colour. By contrast,

preference should be flexible. For example, a crab newly

found on a white background may both turn white and

develop preferences for white substrates over time. As yet,

we are aware of few tests of such ideas (but see [34,35]).

However, evidence from Hippolyte prawns and filefish
(Monacanthus chinensis) shows some evidence of substrate

preferences linked to morph types and individual coloration

[28,36,37].
3. Causes, consequences and ecological
implications of colour change for concealment

(a) The survival benefit of colour change for
camouflage

It is widely assumed that predation pressure is the ultimate

selective force promoting camouflage. To date, experimental

testing of how camouflage strategies mitigate predation

comes mostly from studies using model replicas of real

animals (e.g. [38]). While these are valuable for testing

camouflage effectiveness, the stimuli used are necessarily

simplified and do not show the direct survival advantage

afforded by camouflage in the real animals. Other studies,

such as those of melanism in the peppered moth (Biston
betularia), have analysed morph frequencies and recapture

rates in different habitats (e.g. [39]). Ideally, we need to

relate direct quantification of individual-level camouflage to

predator vision, and how this equates to predation risk.

Colour-changing species provide an opportunity to assess

how changes in individual appearance influence predation

risk. Some studies have used mathematical vision models to

assess changes in background matching. For example, in cut-

tlefish, appearance changes may allow efficient concealment

of individuals to both di- and trichromatic fish predators

[13]. Likewise, colour change in chameleons conceals individ-

uals to the vision of birds and snakes [17]. Adjustments in

background matching, assessed using models of predator

vision, have also been undertaken in crabs and fish [15,16].

Some studies, e.g. on colour-changing isopods [40], have

used tethering experiments to show that survival (recapture)

of morphs is higher against matching than non-matching

substrates. This approach is valuable because it is closer to
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testing the actual survival of individuals of differing camou-

flage in the wild, though future work needs to analyse levels

of concealment to predator vision. Overall, direct measure-

ments of how colour change affects the survival of

individuals in natural systems represent a major research

avenue for the future. Such work should involve predation

experiments with real predators and prey, either under field

conditions or controlled, but ecologically realistic, laboratory

studies. Furthermore, because colour-changing animals

exploit a variety of (micro)habitats, the transition from one

habitat patch to another, coupled with the time for changes

to occur once settled, are critical periods when predation

rate is theoretically highest. Therefore, a better understanding

of the adaptive value of colour change demands not only

testing whether colour matching actually renders lower pre-

dation pressure, but also measuring predation rates under

transitional non-matching conditions.
372:20160342
(b) Multiple camouflage strategies
Colour change has a variety of functions, from thermoregula-

tion to sexual signals, and the ability to change should allow

animals flexibility in how these are used. Non-camouflage

uses of colour change have been well covered elsewhere (e.g.

[4,5]), and here we focus on changes in concealment. Camou-

flage prevents detection or recognition by observers and can

be achieved by a number of strategies (see [41]). Various

studies have examined how animals employ distinct strategies

and their adaptive value, but mostly focusing on species with

fixed coloration and using artificial prey. Most past work on

colour change considers background matching, whereby the

animal resembles the general appearance of the background.

By contrast, disruptive coloration breaks up animal outlines

and creates false boundaries [41]. Other camouflage strategies

include masquerade (resembling objects in the environment to

prevent recognition), and transparency. For colour-changing

animals, assessment of the camouflage types individuals use

and how they provide concealment to different backgrounds

are rare, let alone quantifying the presence and effectiveness

of strategies such as disruptive coloration. Exceptions include

work on cephalopods, which can quickly change between a

background matching strategy and one of potential disruptive

coloration when individuals are exposed to backgrounds dif-

fering in levels of pattern contrast [22]. In Sepia officinalis,

individuals exhibit ‘uniform’ or ‘mottled’ coloration when

placed against low contrast backgrounds, indicating back-

ground matching. On the other hand, when placed against

strongly contrasting backgrounds, individuals produce a

coarse contrasting pattern, composed of spots varying in

colour, size and shape, possibly affording a disruptive effect

[22]. Many cephalopods are also adept at masquerade. Further

work in other species/taxa should consider manipulative

experiments placing individuals against substrate types

coupled with analysis of their resulting colour patterns. The

latter could involve using models of animal spatial vision to

calculate levels of disruption to body edges (e.g. [42]) and

analysis of body shape and structure to assess similarity to

other objects (masquerade). Furthermore, investigations of

the colour pattern and body forms adopted by free-ranging

individuals would help in understanding under what contexts

different camouflage strategies are adopted.

Most animals are exposed to multiple predators, poten-

tially differing in visual ability and strategies for prey
detection. Colour change may thus be an important mechan-

ism for individuals to adjust their camouflage when facing

different predator threats. Dwarf chameleons, for example,

change depending on the predators’ visual capabilities,

showing greater changes in background colour matching

when presented with birds versus snakes. They appear, how-

ever, more camouflaged to the snake, as this trichromatic

predator has poorer colour discrimination than tetrachro-

matic birds [17]. Changes in predation risk with ontogeny

in some crustaceans may also be an important selective

force maintaining high colour polymorphism (see §3c

below [43–45]). Further experiments could include testing

short-term changes in animals such as cuttlefish, which are

known to show divergent responses to different types of

predator [46], and also how appearance is altered in animals

that change colour over longer periods when exposed to

different levels of predator risk.
(c) Ontogenetic changes and polymorphism
Many animals move from one habitat to another over their

life in a predictable way, and this can be coupled with

changes in coloration. Ontogenetic changes in colour occur

in many taxa and for a variety of reasons, but have perhaps

been most widely investigated for camouflage in crustaceans

[47]. For example, some colour-changing crabs shift from

occupying intertidal habitats as juveniles to subtidal algal

patches when larger/adult [34]. In many species, larger

crabs are subjectively less cryptically patterned than juveniles

[45] (figure 1). Presumably, because these young stages have

not yet reached a refuge size against most of their predators,

crypsis is prevalent. By contrast, lower plasticity in adults

may be a result of moving to more homogeneous background

environments, or weaker predator selection for camouflage if

individuals are more defended [45]. Finally, physiological

constraints may also limit chromatic variation among

adults. For larger crustaceans, thicker exoskeletons are less

transparent and can impair the potential for colour change.

Beyond ontogenetic shifts, there are many examples of

high intraspecific variation and polymorphisms across a

wide array of animal groups (figure 2), which may have a

number of explanations. These can arise under selection for

various functions, but camouflage is one of the most

common. In many decapod crustaceans, including crabs

and lobsters [44,48], juveniles exhibit higher colour variation

than adults, and subjectively achieve camouflage in a wider

variety of (micro)habitats (figures 1 and 2). This is paralleled

in other groups (e.g. snakes [49]). There are a number of pos-

sibilities here regarding why polymorphism in juveniles is

high and how it arises. First, to what extent early-stage phe-

notypic diversity is due to genetic variation versus plasticity

is poorly understood—in some groups, the mechanisms may

vary from one species to the next [24,50]. Second, why juven-

iles are so variable is an unresolved question. Greater

diversity may reflect habitat heterogeneity being high at

small spatial scales—individual phenotypes may match

different habitat patches. Juvenile shore crabs, for example,

have greater variation in more diverse habitat types [44].

It would be valuable to test whether individuals change

their specific patterns to resemble particular background

patches, or simply increase general pattern expression when

occurring in more variable habitats. Another selective force

promoting polymorphism may be that polymorphism
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interferes with predator search image formation, resulting in

apostatic selection. There is some evidence that colour poly-

morphism may reduce predation rates on juvenile rock

crabs (Cancer irroratus) inhabiting heterogeneous habitats,

whereby predator exclusion led to a higher proportion of

the adult-like (drab brown) morphs compared with control

conditions [43]. It is unclear, however, to what extent juvenile

crabs changed colour in their microhabitats. Experiments

similar to those of Bond and Kamil [51], but with real prey

phenotypes rather than artificially generated ‘moths’, would

be valuable to investigate whether polymorphisms interfere

with predator search image formation.

(d) Morph-specific strategies
Not all individuals in a population may be equally capable

of colour adjustments, with habitat and resource use differ-

ing across morphs. In Pacific tree frogs (Hyla regilla),

individuals occur in either fixed green or brown morphs,

or a separate morph capable of relatively slow colour

change [52]. These morphs seem to represent different

camouflage strategies for dealing with seasonal changes in

a heterogeneous habitat.

Other species also show segregation into plastic and fixed

morphs associated with spatial occurrence and habitat use,

and potentially camouflage strategy. In the algal-dwelling

shrimp Hippolyte obliquimanus, individuals occur in either a

homogeneous morph (H), capable of colour change within

a few days, or a striped translucent morph (ST), in which

colour pattern seems relatively fixed [28]. In nature, H indi-

viduals occur in high densities against certain weed species,

whereas ST individuals are more evenly distributed among

various habitats [53]. Habitat fidelity is higher and swimming

activity lower in H shrimp compared with ST individuals,

and, correspondingly, ST shrimp have a more pelagic stream-

lined shape. These morphs may reflect different camouflage

strategies, with H individuals well concealed to specific

background types at any given time, and ST individuals rely-

ing more on transparency to cope with their more mobile

lifestyle [28].

Similar morph-specific differences occur in other species.

Many grasshoppers, for example, occur in fire-affected habi-

tats, whereby melanic morphs camouflaged against burnt

ground and lighter morphs against fresh vegetation arise

through developmental plasticity based on background

brightness [24]. Coupled with dispersal, this can allow for

movement into new patches. In some pygmy grasshoppers

(Tetrix), there is also evidence for differences in dispersal

ability and dietary niches between morphs [54]. Such linked

polymorphic states of coloration and behaviour may allow

individuals to exploit different habitat types and reduce

competition.
4. Concluding remarks and key future research
Below we outline 10 interconnected areas of camouflage and

colour change that we feel are most important for future work

to address.

(i) When do visual processes underlie colour change for camou-
flage and what are the specific pathways? Clearly, for

many species, visual feedback is key to guiding colour

change. Yet some animals also appear to rely on dietary
factors. Generally, visual feedback should be important

when colour change occurs in the short term and when

future background environments are unpredictable. For

example, cuttlefish moving rapidly to new patches

should require visual information to change appropri-

ately, as should juvenile crabs that might settle in a

wide range of habitats. By contrast, species that consume

what they live on and change via diet (e.g. some caterpil-

lars), or where changes in background colour are

predictable (e.g. snow cover and hares) or indicated by

other cues (e.g. odour) may not need visual feedback.

(ii) What are the physiological costs of colour change? It is widely

assumed that colour change carries energetic or metabolic

costs. We would predict that costs would be dependent on

the speed and type of change. Animals that change

rapidly and continuously likely incur some costs, whereas

in species that change slowly or with a dietary component,

the costs may be small. Quantification of metabolic rate

over different timescales for individuals induced to

change colour versus those that are not are needed.

(iii) What are the adaptive functions of circadian rhythms of colour
change? Rhythms are common in crustaceans, amphib-

ians, reptiles and beyond, yet their functional

significance (and mechanisms) are poorly understood.

In some species, rhythms may facilitate thermoregulation

and UV protection, or simply energy saving, whereas in

others, rhythms allow concealment over 24 h.

(iv) How do behavioural adaptations complement (or conflict with)
colour change for camouflage and how are these behaviours
controlled? The significance of behavioural choice is strik-

ing for animals that change colour because, in many

cases, substrate preferences should no longer be fixed,

but like appearance be flexible. We would expect animals

with very rapid and effective colour change to lack strong

behavioural preferences (e.g. cephalopods), whereas in

slow changing species and those living in situations

where the habitat patches are large compared with

body size (e.g. caterpillars, grasshoppers, crustaceans),

substrate preferences linked to coloration should exist.

Experiments should compare if and how behavioural

preferences change when individuals are induced to

match different substrates.

(v) To what extent does colour change improve camouflage and
increase survival chances? Visual modelling or experiments

using artificial prey remain the most common ways to test

the value of camouflage. However, direct measurements

of the survival benefits achieved by colour change, includ-

ing risk during transitional phases, using real predators

and prey in the field or laboratory are much needed.

(vi) What camouflage strategies are used by colour-changing
animals? Studies subjectively describing the occurrence

of distinct camouflage types, such as background match-

ing or disruptive coloration, are common for species with

fixed coloration. However, much less is known regarding

the use and value of different strategies in colour-

changing species. Experiments testing the response of

animals when presented with different visual scenes,

coupled with measurements of background matching,

disruptive coloration and masquerade, would reveal

when different types of camouflage are used. In general,

species that have a high degree of plasticity and the

potential for highly patterned appearance make ideal

systems for testing this issue.
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(vii) Can colour change allow animals to resolve conflicting selec-
tion pressures? Many species are frequently exposed to

multiple predators, differing in their sensory systems

and modes of attack, and change with various ecologi-

cal parameters and age. Colour change may be a

valuable solution to deal with multiple pressures.

Future work should explore the life-history factors

that predict changes from one defensive strategy to

another. Insect larvae may be particularly useful sys-

tems, given that different instars frequently change

between types of defence.

(viii) How important are phylogenetic constraints in shaping
patterns of colour change abilities across taxa? Many

species across multiple phyla change colour over

varied timescales. Controlled phylogenetic compara-

tive analyses are greatly needed to identify the

driving forces and constraints on colour change evo-

lution and the patterns observed. Potentially valuable

groups to explore these issues are crustaceans and

fish because they show diversity in colour change abil-

ities among species, and because colour change occurs

over varied temporal scales that may be linked to

differing life-history factors.

(ix) What factors underlie ontogenetic changes in appearance? In

many species, individuals vary in appearance through

ontogeny. Understanding this could help us compre-

hend the driving factors behind colour change,

ranging from species life history and ecology through

to predator avoidance behaviour. Crustaceans and

insect larvae are good candidates for such work,

given the common ontogenetic changes that they

display.
(x) How common are discrete morphs in colour-changing species
and why do they exist? It is often assumed that all indi-

viduals of a colour-changing species have this ability,

yet recent work shows the presence of alternative

fixed morphs in some species. How widespread

within-species alternative morphs are, how they differ

in strategy and habitat use, and even in reproductive

behaviour, are issues of widespread importance. In

some cases, morphs may represent alternative ways of

exploiting varying resources, with knock-on effects for

population densities, competition and migration

among habitats and patches.

Colour change involves multiple, often interconnected, mech-

anisms, including processes and pathways that we are yet to

properly understand. In many species, a suite of mechanisms

and selection pressures will be driving the ultimate appear-

ance and adaptive value of colour forms. Despite

substantial progress, there is much left to understand and

this subject has much to reveal about key questions in

ecology, physiology and evolution.
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